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2 SIGNAL MODEL
Figure 1: System Block Diagram
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the data stream d" [m] E {+ 1, --I} is pulse amplitude
modulated by a period of the code waveform bk(t), with
b,Jt) = 0 for t 1- {O,T} and T the bit time.
The system under consideration is a K-user a."Jyn-
ehronous DS-CDMA system using I3PSK modulation
and operating over a frequency non-seleetive fading
cllannel.
The baseband signal for the k-th user is given by
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different array covariance matrix is eomput.ed after de-
spreading the signal at all sensors. By means of a linear
combination of these matrices a new set of matrices is
obtained, one matrix for each Ilser. Every rnatrl."" ob-
tained through the linear operation has an only sib'llal
eigenvector which is exactly the steering; vector of the
corresponding user.
This is the basic idea of method proposed in [31, and
the starting point of the work here presented. For this
reason, it is briefly formulated in section 3. Then in
section 4 a direct iteration method [4)[5] is introduced in
the scheme in order to make the algorithm able to track
the channel. Finally, in section 5 simulation results and
conclusions are presented.
~:
In a CDl\'1A system, the lack of orthogonalit.y hetween
the modulating pseudo-random sequences, worsen by
the asynchronism betv,reen uses, makes the syst.em spe-
cially vulnerable to the "near-far" effect: the higher
power (ncar) sources overwhelm the lower power sources
and so system capacity drops spectacularly [1]. If infor-
mation of DOA is available, v;e can design specific beam-
formers with nulls at DOAs of signals with higher power
[2], avoiding t.he requirement of perfect power cont.rol.
In 131 we proposed a robust method to carry out mul-
tiple DOA estimation in stationary environments. Nev-
ertheless, when the goal is t.o track a time-varying sce-
nario, as is the case of a mobile radio system, adap-
tive solutions arc required. The aim of this paper is to
present an adaptive algorithm able to globally estimate
und track t.he DOAs of mult.iple users.
The system block diagram is sho",'l1 in figure L The
received signal vector is fed to a bank of filters, each
one matched to one of the K active users. The out-
puts are sampled every T seconds, each synchronized
to the corresponding source emission. For every user, a
This paper presents a novel technique to globally esti-
mate and track the direction of arrival (DOA) of differ-
ent nsers in an asynchronous CD1·1A system.
The estimates are obtained exploiting the temporal
structure of CD11A signals. Ko training signal nor a
priori spatial information is required. The necessary in-
formation is extracted directly from the received signals.
The proper combining of the overall information present
at the receiver after the desprcading, jointly with an
Ei~en\'alue Decomposition (EVD), let us estimate the
generalized steering vector for each user. Furthermore,
a direct iteration method is introduced in Oill scheme in
order to make the array robust to channel variations and
t.o reduce the computational load of the EVD required
for each user.
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1 INTRODUCTION
Operating upon matrix R zz a ne,,, matrix M is ob-
tained [3] . This new matrix may be partitioned into K
N xJ'l blocks:
It. is easy to see that {3/k = fJld and Ilk = "(id. For
the k-th user fhk = 1 and Ikk = O. Let's define nmv
matrices 8 and R zz B..'J follows
(12)M T ]Tg
[ ,% ~71, f3r2 + Ir2 f3?K+1'~KI {32 2S~ 2K + 1'2K
~' , f3§K + "Y§K I1K +'1K
(10)
[R zz ,l ]R zz = (11)
Rzz,K
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X(t) ~ ~ yp,;,,(t - t,l.,(t) + net) (2)
k=l
pk, Tk and ak are respectively the transmitted power,
the propagation delay and the steering vector with di-
mension equal the number of sensors N. All for the
k-th user. n(t) is the noise vector at the array input.
\Ve consider white Gaussian noise uncorrelated among
different. sensors and with equal variance 172 for all of
them. As we are assuming frequency non-selective fad-
ing channels, ak(t) may be considered as the sum of P
cDherent paths [6]. Then, we call ak(t) the generalized
steering vector (GSV) for the k-th user. This vector may
be time--vMying due to the combined effect of multipath
and Doppler. Here, ak is assumed to be slowly ·varying
compared to t.he symbol time:
The received baseband signal for the multichannel
case IS
The model [6] and the proposed method are easily
generalizable to frequency selective channels.
where 1/9 denotes Kronecker product.
The part of M corresponding to the /i:-th user is
3 LINEAR COMBINING OF AUTOCORRE-
LATION MATRICES (13)
and the spatial correlation matrix at the output of this
filter is
In accord with [3], assuming different symbols are un-
correlated, it can be shown
Uk is the k-th element of vector u = 8-1 1 (1 is an all
ones column vector with K elements).
By means of a linear operation over the "global"
spatial-covariance matrix R zz a new set of matrices M k
has been obtained. These matrices have N - 1 eigenval-
,
ues equal to 'Uk ~, and one different eigenvalue equal to
Pk + Uk~ > > Uk ~. The eigenvector associated with
this eigenvalue is exactly the GSV of the k-th user. Once
we have the estimation ak of GSV for every active user,
we can design an specific beamformer for each one as
the k-th column of matrix W:
The sampled output of the i-th filter in fig. 1 is:
I lcn+1lT+rl
zllnJ = - x(t)bl(t - nT - Tl)dt
T nT+TI
Rn,l In] ~ E {Zl In] zf' [nl}
(4)
(5)
W = A(AHA)-lIK (14)
K ,
Rzz,l = PlalaF + L PI (f3~1 + 1'~d akaL1 + ; IN (6)
k=l
'''l
with A = [a1' ak ... ilK] and IK the identity matrix
with dimension K xK.
4 ADAPTIVE IMPLEMENTATION
IN is the identity matrix with dimension N x2\r and
sgn (T) denotes the sign function equal ±1 depending on
the sign of 7 and equal 0 if T=O. Rbkb, (7) is the CJOSS-
correlation between the k-th and i-tIl signature signals:
Estimating the GSV of active users in the way described
in section 3 requires knowledge of the spatial correla-
tion matrix R zz , at the output of the matched filters.
In practice, it is impossible to dispose of the exact R zz ,
because it is defined as the expec.ted vale over the real-
izations. However, assuming ergodicity of t.he involved
signals, R zz may be estimated by temporal averaging
of the despreaded snapshots. To do so, thc channel
must be stationary for the block size in which R zz is
estimated. Another possibility, that allows to take int.o
account only the most recent samples, is to take an it-
erative estimator of the form:
R zz ,tln+1 = {3 Rzz,tln + (1 - (3)ZI [n] zf [n] (15)
From eq. 12 and 15, matrix M may be estimated as:
[
Zl [n] z{f [n] ]
MinH {3 Min + (1 - (3)(S-l Q9 IN) :
zK [n] zf [n]
= {3 Min + (1 - (3) Min (16)
the sensors is 3, 0 and lOdB respectively. The relative
propagation delays are T1 =0, T2=1.86Tc , and T3=1.14Tc ,
with Tc the chip time of the modulating sequence, i.e.
T /31. The parameters of the adaptive algorithm are
{3=0.98 and 7=0.9. The al~orithmwas initialized with
wk=[1 0...0] ,Vk=[O 0...0] and Ak = 0 for k=l, 2, 3.
The beamformer designed for each user after 250 iter-
ations in this scenario is shown in fig. 2. Fig. 3 de-
picts the evolution of Ak/N during 250 symbols (solid
line). As can be observed this parameter converges to
the power of the k-th user (dotted line).
An easy way of obtaining the GSVs from M is given
by the direct iteration method [4]. No direct EVD is
required using this method. In order to reduce the com-
putational load of the algorithm, we use here a similar
solution to that proposed in [5], which is based on the
direct iteration method. Using this solution we work
directly with the despreaded snapshots:
a) Assume that the k-th part of M may be decom-
posed in the following form:
Mkln~akafAkln (17)
and akin is normalized in some way (i.e. vkvfln = 1)
b) Computing matrix MkinH and projecting akin
onto this matrix yields a vector we call Uk InH
(18)
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Figure 2: Radiation pattern after 250 symbols
u..,
MkL is the k-th part (dimension NxN)of matrix Min
c) Normalizing uklnH yields the estimated GSV ak
at iteration n + 1 and the associated eigenvalue Ak:
250200
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(20)
uku fl n+1
Uk I
Ak nH
The iterative equation for the weights is:
WkinH = a Wkl n+ (1- a) A(AH A)-llnH IK (21)
5 SIMULATIONS AND CONCLUSIONS
An asynchronous CDMA system was simulated in order
to investigate the performance, convergence and track-
ing capabilities of the multiuser detection algorithm pre-
sented in this paper. The modulating signals in this
system are Gold sequences with length £=31.
The proposed detector permits capacity increase ex-
ploiting the different spatial signature of users imping-
ing from different angles. As an example we illustrate
the separation of three users (K=3) that are received
by an array of six Aj2 linearly spaced sensors (N=6).
Their angle of arrival are 38°, 70° and 45° from broad-
side whereas the signal to noise ratio (SNR) at each of
Figure 3: Estimated power
Fig. 4 shows the evolution of the signal to noise plus in-
terference ratio (SNIR) at the array output (solid line).
The SINR of each user at the output of the classical
receiver (a single matched filter) is also illustrated with
dotted line. As can be observed, this SINR is clearly
reduced with respect to that achieved in a synchronous
system. In synchronous systems, the diagonal elements
of matrix S are much greater than the elements out of
the diagonal, but this is not true for the time delays con-
sidered. As can be deduced from fig. 2 to 4, in such a
situation the use of an antenna array may be very useful.
The full rejection of the interference yields a substantial
improvement of the SINR with respect to the classical
receiver. This improvement is specially important for
the weakest signals.
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Figure 4: Output SNIR
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Figure 6: Channel amplitude (2nd user)
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Finally, fig. 7 shows the SNIR at the array output for
both users (solid line). A substantial improvement with
respect to the classical receiver (dotted line) is achieved,
despite of we have considered for the classical receiver a
Gaussian channel with constant unitary amplitude.
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Nevertheless, CDMA systems are currently being en-
visioned for use in wireless communications. In such
systems, the time-varying fading of the radio link is an
important problem jointly with the interference from
other users. Array processing can be efficiently used to
suppress multiple access interference and increase the
robustness of the signal detection in the presence of fad-
ing. Now, we present a second set of simulations to illus-
trate the tracking capabilities of our multiuser detector
in time-varying channels.
We consider two users propagated through indepen-
dent Rayleigh channels and received by a four sensor
array (>../2 spaced). The 2nd user arrives with a de-
lay of 1.86Tc with respect to the 1st one. For this
delay, the processing gain of the code for both users
is reduced from L 2=29.8dB (synchronous system) to
13.2dB. The received SNRs are 15 and 5dB respec-
tively. The mobiles' speed is 90km/h and the carrier
frequency 900MH z generating a Doppler frequency of
75Hz. The bit time is 3.6 /LS. The adaptive algorithm
of section 4 with ,8=0.95 and a=0.5 was applied to the
received signal. The estimated channel amplitude (mod-
ule of each component of ak) is depicted in fig. 5 and 6.
The real channel amplitude is also shown with dotted
line. As can be observed, convergence is attained within
very few symbols and channel variations are accurately
tracked after convergence.
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Figure 5: Channel amplitude (lst user)
